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Abstract

This paper addresses the issue of collision avoidance in unknown or partially modeled

environments using a capacitive sensor. An eight channel capacitance-based sensor system

which can detect obstacles up to 400 mm (16 inches) away has been developed. This sensor

can detect both conductive and non-conductive obstacles of arbitrary color and shape. The

sensor hardware is reliable and inexpensive, and it may be fabricated using flexible printed

circuit boards to provide whole-arm and joint protection for any robot or manipulator.

Simple collision avoidance control algorithms have been implemented on a two-link robot
arm. The sensor and control system enable the robot arm to avoid a conductive post and

a concrete block_

Introduction

Much of the current robotics effort at the US Department of Ener_' is directed t_w:ird

remote processing of hazardous waste. Some of this waste threatens the environment.

requiring that active steps be taken to stabilize, detoxify, or repackage the materi:_l. An

important tenet of suitable waste handlin,_.._ schemes is that the act of proccssin_ the w:istc
must create no additional hazards and do no damage to the containment structure. For

example, in one application a 40 foot robot manipulator processing waste inside :_ cl(_scd
vessel must not be allowed to puncture the tank wall or to bend vertical thermc_couple trees

which are present throughout the vessel.

One technique of preventing collisions, especially along the length of a robot link. invt_lvcs

the use of proximity sensors located such that the active regions encompass the entire r,_l_,_t

surface [I, 2, 3]. Additionally, since it is desinible to continue purpc_seful ru<_ti_u ir_ the

presence of obstacles, the sensor system must be able to deliver sp:[tiallv-res,)Ived pc<>>,i_,_itv
data which reflects the distance to the obstacle, as well as the h)cnti_n alc)n_g tt_c rc_t_,_t :_r_<t
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corresp_)ndin_,_ r_b_)t surf:ice normal. Thisvcct_)r intc)rm;tti_n in;rv+ then bc used t(_ m_ditv

trajectories to permit ('if possible) continued progress toward the final dcstinati_n.

Useful algorithms exist for perturbing trajectories based upon encountered obstacles.

Lumelsky and Cheung [4] compute the plane tangent to an obstacle sensed by infrared

photodetectors and then restrict the robot motion to this plane. TiIove [5] surveys the

various local methods using artificial potentials to avoid collisions. These include the notion

of a generalized potential field [6], in which the perturbing force depends on the velocity as

well as the position. All of these techniques are independent of the type of sensor used.

Capacitive proximity sensors

Capacitance-based proximity sensing for collision avoidance offers many advantages. The

distribution of the electric field allows broad coverage of a robot without large numbers of

sensors. Changes in the electric field due to obstacles are sensed instantaneously, unlike

sonar-based systems which require listening for a return echo. Additionally, the capacitanc-

measurement is .nsensitive to the color, texture, and surface of an approaching obstacle,

unlike sonar and infrared sensor systems. Capacitive sensors are inherently simple,

consisting of two conductive plates with minimal supporting electronics located near th,

sensing site. This greatly increases sensor reliability, which is an important consideration ir_.

hazardous environments with extremes of temperature, radiation, and corrosives.

Capacitance-based proximit2.' sersors may be divided into two classes based on whether _J.

not the obstacle forms one plate of capacitive sensor. The most common capacitive sensors

consist of a single plate on the sensor itself and use the obstacle as the second capacitor

plate. This configuration works well in environments in which obstacles are nearby.

conductive and electrically grounded [2]. However, parqsitic capacitances to ground are

problematic and require the use of driven-guard shielding techniques which add to the

complexity of the electronics located near the sensor.

The WHole Arm Proximity (WHAP) sensor described in this paper f:_lls into the secc_nd

class of capacitive sensors. The WHAP sensor uses two plates on a sin4e= substrate to

generate and measure changes in an electric field. Conductive oi- dielectric obstacles disturb

the electric field through a shielding effect and alter the measured cap::tcitance. Since the

electric field between the two pl;_tes is well-defined by the c_nclucu_r arrangement, it is

p_)ssible to rec_)nstruct the obstacle ,_urfi_ce and range more accurately. N_ active shielding

i is required, and this type of sepsor is insensitive tc) the clcctt'ic:+tl p_tcntial _t the obst:tclc.

This feature becomes particui:trly important in t_utdo_r _r sp_cc cnviror_mcnts v,'ith_ut the

ubiquit_us capacitive c_)uplin,,= t_ the p_wer distributic_n system.

lrt thi,; p:tper, pre!iminarv esttlts of experiments with the Wf-lAP scnsc_r :rrc prcscr_tcct.

First. ,t 2D finite element m_cfcl is developed t_ :tid in dcsi!gning scns_rs t_) n_cct spccitic

spccit:ic:_tions. Details of calcul:ttin_ mutu:_l c:tp:_citartccs att_n_ multiple c,_nduct_r-, _rc
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provided. Experimental d:tta from four different scns{_r dcsi,,ns is then c_mparcd t_ t[_c

model predictic_ns. Final!v, ei_,ht sensor elements are used on a two>link r_b_t t,_

demonstrate a straightforward technique t-or avoiding collisions with conductive _nd n_n-

conductive obstacles such as metal poles and concrete.

Theory

A schematic 2D model of the WHAP sensor is given in Figure 1. Electrode 1 is driven by

an oscillator, while electrode 2 is connected to an amplifier for sensing capacitor charge.

For a fixed oscillator drive voltage, this charge output signal, V_., is proportional to the sensor

capacitance. The sensor capacitance is altered by the presence of obstacles within the

" electric field. Under the assumption that the wavelength of the oscillator is much larger

,than the dimensions of the sensor, the analysis becomes an electrostatic problem containing

two conductive electrodes and obstacles of unknown composition. In this paper only

conductive obstacles will be considered in the sensor analyses, although nonconductive
obstacles can be sensed and will be considered in future work.

The obstacle is assumed to be a conductive plate oriented parallel to the sensor (3 in

Figure 1) . This assumption is reasonable for collision avoidance purposes if the WHAP

sensor is much smaller than the obstacle and the obstacle is relative!y far away. This model

with the three capacitances and one impedance of concern is given in Figure 1. The charge

amplifier configuration of the WHAP circuitry (discussed later) senses changes only in C_2,

so the problem consists of relating the obstacle geometry to this capacitance. In the present

paper, we ,_I1 use finite element analyses (FEA) to calculate the variation of Ce., with

distance, d, tor four different sensor geometries. Analytic expressions for calculating C,,_ and

Cz_ were developed by Getsinger [7] and Cohn [8 I, and an approximate expression for C_:

was developed by Novak [9]. However, these expressions are useful only for fiat, conductive.

and greunded (Ze, j = 0) obstacles. The FEA technique described here will perry:it more

general analysis of sensor response to nonconductive or poorly grounded obstacles, as well

as obstacles of arbitraQ' shapes.

Capacitances in the model may be calculated from electric field intensities. Fc_r the tw{)-

dimensional system, the charee Q, on a conductor may be written as

Q = f¢E'dS , {!)
S

where E is the electric field vect(_r, and S :s a :.:urfacc c_)mplctclv cract_)sira,, ttac v:_tl_l_l,t_rs

In the 2D model considered here, the surface S redtlces t_ ;t c_rltirlu_us p:tttl :tr_ur_,<l the
c(3nductor.



The electric field intensities in the model wcrc calculated using |:|_.,\ tccl_niqucs. "l'hc

WHAP sensor was modeled by defining a geometO _ and crc:tting u mesh c_t n_x_tes which

subdivide the geometry into elements. MatrLx equations ftlr the volta,,cse. at the nodes can

be generated based upon the geometry, boundary conditions (voltages on conductors), and

material properties (conductivity and dielectric constant). Electric field intensities at each

node are then calculated from these voltages. An integration path cutting through ali the

field lines emanating from a conductor was specified, and the charge calculated using a

discretized version of (1).

The charge on each conductor is affected by both of the other conductors presen. _n the

electrostatic field, however. Only a portion of the charge on electrodes 1 and 2 is due to the

mutual capacitance, Cf,, between electrodes 1 and 2. The component of charge on

-' electrodes 1 and 2 due to only Cze may be calculated using the general relationship between

the charges and voltages of conductors in an electrostatic field [10] of the form

where O and I7 are a i x 3 vectors of the charges and potentials of the three conductors, q,

is defined as the capacity of conductor i, and c,j i,j, are the coefficients of induction. The

capacity and the coefficients of induction are functions of the size, shape, and position of the

conductors and the dielectric properties of the inter_'ening space. The charge on a given

conductor is thus ascaled, linear combination of ali conductor voltages. Furthermore. the

mutual capacitance between co;_ductors 1 and 2. is related to the coefficient of induction

thr_ugh

C12 = -c,2 = -c21

At this point one may _)bser-ve that if the FEA simulations _tre pcrt{_rmcd by spccitving

boundary" conditi,:)n c_f I." = [ 1 _)() ]r. the mutual cap_citance _f the \VH,_\| ) scns{_r ro:iv hc

determined by negating tile charge _n conduct{}r 2. This technique w:,.s used t_)r gencr;ttin_.

the results in the f{_llowing secti_)n.

N'I_J<tclin,_ [_.csults

The data bctow were calculated usin,, COSN'IOS_/M v l e_l fir_itc clement :_n:_lvsis s,)ttw;lrc

[Sf,.:\ _. !gztnt:_ Nl_niczt C,-'\. USA] rur_rlir_e _lrt :_Surl 4/33_) w_rkst:_ti_r_..-\ tw_-dir_cra.'qi,_ra:tl
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model of a WHAP sensor was devcl(_ped and evaluated for vari_us clcctn_dc sf_:,cii__ :_nd
(_bstncle heights

Four different sensor geometries were simulated. The electrode width, w, was fixed at 15

mm while the gap, s, was set to 3, 38, 73, and 108 mm, respectively. The distance, d, from

the two sensor electrodes to the conductive workpiece was varied from 10 to 600 mm.

The accuracy of the model was verified by comparing the simulation results for the no-

obstacle situation (distance = oo) with the capacitance value, Cs,, given by Binns [11] as

C,v- It'(k) where L- - s (4)
' Kl(k) 2w+s

and K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and K" is its complement.

These results for the no-obstacle case are tabulated in Table [. The same mesh was use,_i

for ali four sensor simulations; thus the modeling error increases with decreasing gap size.

due to the higher voltage gradients and a correspondingly inaccurate mesh.

Table I. No obstacle two-dimensional WHAP capacitances
Sensor electrode width = 15 mm

Gap(mm) Binns(Eq.4) FEA % Diff.
I I III

"9
3 1.24co 1.O.Co 6.5

.....

38 0.60e,; 0.63e,, 5.0
-

73 0.50co 0.5 2Co 4.0

108 0.45<; 0.46¢,, 2.2

The simulation results are plotted in Figure 2. All four cuB, es rise asymptotically tt_ward the

value given in Table I above. In addition, tk)r distances greater than about 125 mm. the

slopes of ali tour cu_,es are approximately equal. This suggests that gap variations will n()t

significantly affect the long-distance obstacle sensitivity.

The cur_'es correspondinv._ to the smaller _,,aps, _; and 38 mm. exhibit at marked incrc:tsc i_1

sl_pe :ts the obstacle comes nearer. This effect is most pron(_urlccd tc_r obst:tclc dist:_nccs
less th;.tn a{'J(]ut 125 nim. This incr¢:_sc in scnsitivitv _)f the ',k't-tA[' scnst_r t_r rlc:trhv



()bsmclcs is used later to CIl[l_:tncc ;.tvt)id_lI1CC tr_qcct_ry perturb:trip,ns ti)r prcvcntin,,_ inlmi_lcnt

c_llisions.

Experimental Methods

The prototype WHAP sensor was fabricated using a three layer printed circuit board. The

bottom layer was used for power and drive signals. The top layer contained the charge

amplifier components (an op-amp, one resistor, and one capacitor as in Figure 1) and the

middle layer was grounded for isolation. The 15 by 8 mm sensor pads were arranged as in

Figure 3. Only the charge amplifier integrated circuits (LF347) needed to be on the sensor

board. As mentioned earlier, no driven guard is necessary in this design since the charge

' amplifier configuration is insensitive to parasitic capacitances to ground. By varying the

connections to the driving oscillators and charge amplifiers, it was possible to va_ the

effective spacing of the sensor electrodes to achieve arrays of either eight sensors with 3 mm

gaps or four sensors with gaps of 3, 38, 74, and 108 mm. The connections for eight 3 mm

gap sensors are given in Figure 3. For the robot application described below, two eight-

sensor arrays were used (one on each link) but data was only acquired from every other
sensor. The electrical connections were varied to create the four sensors with different

geometries discussed below.

Two frequencies were used to efficiently encode data from two sensors onto a single signal

channel through a charge amplifier (top of Figure 3). The output signal from charge

amplifier 0 consisted of the sum ofsinusoids at ft and la. In these experiments f_ = 100 kHz

and f2 = 153 khz, although these values are not critical. The ft component was amplitude

modulated bv obstacles in the electric field in the leftmost gap. The t_ component was

similarly modulated by changes in the electric field in the neighboring gap. This pattern

repeats for the remaining sensors.

Synchronous detection circuitry., was used to measure the amplitude of the correspondin,,

frequency component in the charge amplifier output. These circuits provided an extremely

low noise signal output by phase- and frequency-locking onto the input drive signal. Because

of this, no shielding was required on the signal leads. Only the cables leading to the drive

electrodes must be shielded to minimize parasitic coupling to the charge amplifier inputs.

A large fraction of the output signal from the synchronous detector was due to the electric

field within the dielectric substrate of the printed circuit board between sensor clectn_dcs.

A DC offset was subtracted from this signal prior to the final stage of amplification. "I'hc

resultin_ analo_ si,,nal was digitized usin<, a 12-bit A/D converter.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor an)' of their

employees, makes an)' warrant)', express or implied, or assumes an)' legal liability or responsi-

bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of an)' information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,

manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or an) agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Cmvernment or any agency thereof.
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l-:,xpcrimcrlt:_l R.csults

The overall gain of the synchronous detection circuitry was 80 VFV. The output _I the

electronics may be related to the WHAP capacitance, Ct,, by

C12 +Cp_cb
v = x 80.0 , (s)

o cl

where Cp_b is the capacitance due to the electric field within the printed circuit board and

connecting leads, and C s,is the feedback capacitance of the charge amplifier (Figure 1). The

; feedback resistor, Rf, was chosen to prevent saturation, and yet not affect the response at

the driving frequency. The output noise was about 14 mV with (7/= 2.2 pF and I/= = 10 V,

resulting in an equivalent noise capacitance of 0.04 rF. The output signal was stable and

drifted no more than 5 mV over a 4 hour stability test.

The Ce<bterm in (5) provided a large offset to the output voltage. A DC offset adjustment

circuit was used to prevent A/D saturation for the large variations in output signal from the

sensor v.'ith the 3 mm gap. Since only re.'lative changes in capacitance versus output position

,,,,,ere significant in these experiments, no attempt was made to measure capacitances

absolutely.

Outputs from the four differently-sized sensors on the single substrate were recorded

simultaneously as the substrate was moved in 0.2 mm increments away from a 400 by

480 mm aluminum obstacle. This experiment was repeated five times and the results

averaged to give the data in Figure 4. These cu_,es may be considered to be the sensor

response functions for the particular case of a Eat, conductive obstacle. The sensor response

was quite repeatable and stable; the maximum standard deviation over all 2400 data points

in the five trials was 4.9 A/D units. Error bars would be barely visible in Figure 4.

The signals from the WHAP sensor with the 3 mm gap varied greatly over the first 50 mm

of travel and then levelled off. As the gap between electrodes increased, the overall

dynamic rance., of the output sienal., decreased, especially, for sensors with _4and 38 mm _.<,_ps

(note the change in scale in Figure 4). This effect was also observed in the 2D simul<ttion

(Figure 2). The two sensors with the smnllest g_ps (3 and 38 mm) ,_-hibited transiti_,n

regions or "corners" between near and far obstacles. This effect was also observed. :lltt_c_tigiT

i somewhat less pronounced, in Figure '

For distances greater than the "corners", :til four sensqr signals increased simil_rlv with

decreasing slopes until the output was indistinguishnhlc from the hack,ground nc_isc. "Fhis

point was about 400 mm for ali four sensors. This ctistnnce xvns c_nsidcrcd tc_ t_c the

maxii-num working distance for this particul:tr sons,tr ,gc_)n]ctrv. ,_\s l_rcdi,-tcd hv the 21)

I
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? _ tlIllodcI the lllLlXiIlltII11wovkiIl_ distance is not :_Iuncti_)ll(_tthe sciIs_)l-_;i[isize, RIVCll _itixc(.I

electrode size.

The sensors with smaller gaps offer superior sensitivity at closer working distances, given

similar background noise levels. For example, the sensor with the 3 mm gap would provide

much more sensitivity (or less position uncertainty) at distances less than about 50 mm than

any of the other sensors. However, sensors with larger gaps may offer advantages when

sensing objects with smaller profiles. This hypothesis was not tested but seems reasonable

considering the larger extent of the electric field.

Experiments were performed using a 350 by 350 mm concrete block to investigate the

WHAP sensor response to dielectric materials. The shape of the sensor output versus

' distance curves were similar, indicating the action of a shielding effect related to that

,observed for conductive obstacles. The overall signal variation for distances from about

5 mm to 400 mm was about a factor of four smaller, however. By using sufficiently large

gains in the obstacle avoidance system described next, the same control was used to avoid

both a conductive post and a concrete block.

Interestingly, as the obstacle came very close to the sensor (< 5 into), the sensor capacitance

.rose rapidly, in opposition to the phenomenon observed for conductive obstacles. This effect

has been described before (13) and is due to the replacement of a poor dielectric (air) by

a better dielectric (concrete) in the sensor electric field. The following experiments were

designed to avoid this operating region of the sensor. Following a more detailed analysis of

this behavior, future control systems will be designed to permit operation in this regime.

Application to a Two Link Robotic Arm

Four sensors with 3 mm spacin,, on each of two WHAP sensor arrays were used on a two

link planar robotic arm as shown in Figure 5. In these prelimina_, experiments, obstacles

were placed only on one side of the arm; therefore, both sensor arrays were on the same
side of the two links. Both conductive end dielectric obstacles were placed in the robot

workspace along the desired trajecto D' of the arm. A trajecto U generator provided a

smooth motion along the desired path while an obstacle avoidance loop provided a

t)erturbati()n av,'av, from obstacles which were within the WHAP sep.sor's ran,,c= (Fiut_re_6).•
Since the WHAP sensor's output is dependent on the distance trom an obstacle, these

measurements can be transf(_rmed into the ch:_nacs in robot j()int an-los required t_ ,_,_'()ict

the ()bstacle.

Based on the analysis of the prcvi(_us section s(_mc _ssumpti¢)ns wcrc made rc,,_rdina the

obst:lcle's shape and position in the 2I) pl:tnc. Ideally. the scns()r ()ut[)ut is <i','ctl :is =



(_;)
: h j(x,j-xoh,Yoh) ,

where z0 is the output of sensor j on link i, x 0 is tile (x,y) position of sensor ij in world

coordinates, x,,b is the (x,y) position of the obstacle in world coordinates, Yob are parameters

related to the obstacle's shape, and h,j is the sensor's response function. Ira the previous

section, the sensor's response function was plotted [or a single obstacle shape (a large plate)

which was perpendicular to the sensor. Since the shape parameters for the objects are not

known, it was assumed that all obstacles are large plates perpendicular to the sensor. This

is a good approximation in most cases, since the obstacles are larger than tile sensor

electrodes. Now, the previous equation simplifies to

e

: (7)qj = h) ,i

whereyo.ob is the perpendicular distance between sensor ij and tile obstacle. As shown in the

previous section, the WHAP sensor's output is related nonlinearly to the distance from the

object. If the control is to respond linearly to the distance from the object, the expression

for h,i would have to be inverted in order to determine y,/.,,b from z,i. However, the shape of

the nonlinear relationship is ideal for the task of obstacle avoidance since the sensor output

versus distance is inherently a useful potential function. As the sensor moves closer to the

obstacle, the output decreases dramatically (Figure 4, 3 nam gap). This potential function

is used directly in the current control structure by perturbing the system based upon the

error between the desired sensor output (when no obstacles are present) and the actual
measurement.

Ira order to move away from obstacles, difterentinl changes in (.x;y) position with respect to

each sensor must be transformed into differential chan,_es in the robot ioint angles. }=or

sensor lj on link 1, the differential relationship with respect to the coordinate frame of

sensor lj is [12]

lj_ : ljj where _U : (S).

ljy] °2 4, '

_(f and _Jyare the ._; v velocities of sensor lj with respect t_:, it's own coc)rdinatc frame. [)_

and _9,are the joint angle velocities, zjj is the Jac_bian with respect t_ the c¢)t_rctin_ttc l r_mc

Ii, and d 0. is the distance of sensor lj from joint 1. For sensor 2j (_n link 2. the diffcrcnti:ll

relationship with respect to the coordinate frame of sensor 2j is

.................................................. .,,,,,,, ...mnnm,nunmnnmn,mmunnnnnlmnnnunnmal m nlal lml li I Ili innnmmmmmmmim_..m l_ql m mnnl |lUll la I l 1 INNINlm IN1UNIIIIlil l IINIli|li li|li II NilNIMIlHHIIIll li II



I 1_2 01 d2jsinO 2 0
= 2j where 2U = , (9)

[62j (d,c°s%+G-)d2,

2i_ and 2_ are the x, y velocities of sensor 2j with respect to it's own coordinate frame, 2;j

is the Jacobian with respect to tlm coordinate frame 2j, and d2i is the distance of sensor 2j

from joint 2, dz is the length of link 1. Given the previous assumption regarding tlm obstacle

being perpendicular to the sensor, only the y romponent of these equations ix observable.

The Jacobian pseudo inverse used in Figure 6 to transform sensor errors to changes in robot

joint angles depends on the sensors available. For the case of a single WHAP sensor oI_ link

: 2, the differential transformation is

!

I,,0,l

This is an underdetermined system, meaning there are infinitely many solutions given by

where A O_ can be an}, number. For the case of a single WHAP sensor on both link 1 and

link 2, the system is uniquely determined system with solution

Notice that if ,4_Jy 0 then the solution is simply AO2 :J- . = _'y/dej , which is the S_lllle _lS the

underdetermined case when /402 is chosen to hc zero. Also notice theft if A2;v = 0 the

perturbation from sensor lj will cause joint 2 to move in a direction which c;_untcrs joint l's

motion. This motion i:' required in order for the perpendicular velocity _t sensor 2/ tt_ bc

1()



zero. q'his effoct was found to be undcsir:_l_Ic :lhd was rcm_wcd by Icttin_,_tllt: c_ll di,_,,_l:ll

term equal zero. This ix equivalent to allowing SCllSOr 2j h;Avc ;,l positloxling crr_r c)f

error = -(dlc°s02 +d2j)A01 , (13)
,4  2j

when link 1 encounters an obstacle.

For the case of m sensors on link 1 and n sensors on link 2, the system is overdetermined.

The least squares solution is given by
i

.

Ally

= j, , (14)

[AO:el Amy

A&y

where J+ ix the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse

dll 0

d_,,, 0 (15)
j* = (jrj)-ljr where J =

(dlcosO2+d2 )d21

(dlcos0 2+dm,) dz,,

Again, when the signals from the link 2 sensor array arc zcr(_ and those froln link 1 scnsc)r

array arc nonzero, joint 9 will move opposite joint 1 because of the coul)lin,, terms. "l'his

eftcct was removed by setting the (d¢c,_ + d,4) terms to zero. The resultin,,_ least SClU_rcs
solution is

11
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,,h_

• _ d2]A 2J,vdliA li), _ .
i--1 (16)

i=1 and AO2 =
A01 = .,

2

}2d,, C 4,
i=1 i=1

These equations, with rn = 4 and ,z= 4, were used together with experimentally determined

feedback gains in tile experiments discussed below.

The experimental results of the two link robot avoiding three obstacles are shown in Figures

" 7-9. Figure 7 shows the tip position of the robot as link 2 avoids a 40 mm diameter metal

pipe and a 120 by 190 mm concrete block. Near the end of the trajectory., the robot is

stopped by a 100 by 100 mm metal plate blocking the path of link 1. In Figure 8, the two

large perturbations in the joint 2 path are caused by the pipe and the block. The smaller
variations from the desired position are joint level PD control errors resulting from the

motion of joint 1. The tip of the arm is moving at 0.9 m/s when it encounters these

obstacles. In Figure 9, the large perturbation at the end of the trajectory is caused by the

metal plate. The smaller offsets during the 1 to 9 s interval are the tracking errors of the

joint level PD controller. Since this control scheme only perturbs the desired trajectory, it

is possible to eventually build up enough joint position error to overcome the perturbation
from the WHAP sensors. When this occurs, the trajectory generator will need to be unctated

and a new path must be planned.

LI[IIFII _1IW

This paper presents preliminary experiments usihg a capacitive proximity sensor for use in
collision avoidance. The WHAP sensor comprises both plates of the capacitor, permitting

better characterization of the extent of the electric field and thus the spatial sensitivity of the

device. The sensor output changes instantaneously for conductive obstacles from

0 to 400 mm away. Data for dielectric obstacles, not discussed explicitly in this paper,

demonstrate that the sensor responds differently to conductive and dielectric obstacles, in

a manner similar to the examples in [13]. A 2D finite element model, develot)cd as a design

tool for the sensor, accurately predicts trends in the sensor response to large conductive

obstacles. Straightforward control algorithms were used with WHAP sens_rs nlourltcd on

a t,vo link planar robotic arm. The robot avoided colliding with metal and ce.hereto

obstacles while maintaining a high tip velocity.

12
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Future W_rk

Future work with the WHAP sensor will involve additional refinement of the sensor itself,

as well as further dm, elopment of more complex collision avoidance algorithms. More
elaborate sensor/obstacle models will be examined to determine the effects of obstacle

geometry and composition on the spatial sensitivity of different sensor designs.

WHAP sensors will be mounted on a 6 DOF robot, mandating the use of path planning

techniques such as those of Lumelsky and. Cheung [4], Krough [6], and Tilove [51. Future

sensors will be fabricated on flex--ible printed circuit boards to conform to, and provide

collision protection for, most robot link surfaces.
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CA = Charge Amplifier circuit

SD1 = Synchronous Detection circuit for frequency fl

SD2 = Synchronous Detection circuit for frequency f2
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Figure 3. WHAP Sensor Array Geometry and Electrical Connections
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Figure 4. WHAP Output Versus Distance for Four Different Sensor Geometries
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